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THE ROYAL CHRONICLES includes the following best-selling titles by Donna Grant: PRINCE OF
DESIRE PRINCE OF SEDUCTION PRINCE OF LOVE PRINCE OF PASSION Word Count: 90,000 The
RC stories are dark, sexy tales of paranormal romance set in a secret, hidden kingdom in Scotland. The princes
and their mates must trust each other -- their lives are on the line, and so are their hearts. PRINCE OF
DESIRE Lucian, a prince of a secret kingdom, must find his mate and return with her to Drahcir before time
runs out. He's unprepared for Isabelle and the insatiable appetite he has for her. But will the passion they feel
be enough to convince her to venture to a hidden kingdom where magic is a way of life? PRINCE OF
SEDUCTION Seduction has always come easy for Elric, one of four Drahcir princes. When he finds his mate
he intends to convince her to return with him by using his famed seduction. His mate, however, isn't like any
woman he's ever encountered, and its going to take Elric using his heart to win his mate. PRINCE OF LOVE
The youngest of the four princes, Sorin, has waited for the chance to search out his mate. Now it's his time to
due his duty, a duty he refuses to fail at. Not even the magical Tnarg's who are trying to kill his mate will
stand in his way. But the Tnarg is one step ahead of him. Sorin has to convince his mate of what he is and
where he comes from. Will the unmistakable attraction they share be enough to convince her to leave all that
she knows for a magical kingdom? PRINCE OF PASSION As eldest and heir to the throne of Drahcir, Keiran
feels the weight of the ancient curse heavily on his shoulders. He had always allowed his passion to rule him,
and for good or bad, he has followed that passion.
But when he gives in to a night of desire and discovers his mate, will he be able to convince her to return with

him in time to save his beloved kingdom...

